
INFORMATION SAFETY 

GUARANTEE

Civil liability - UBIGREEN declines all responsibility for any harmful consequences that 
may result from the use of its products. 

Retention of ownership - The product ordered is sold under retention of ownership. 
UBIGREEN retains full ownership of the said property, until full and effective payment of 
the price by the buyer. In the event of non-payment on its due date, UBIGREEN may 
claim the product and terminate the sale. These provisions do not prevent the transfer of 
risks, upon delivery, that the product sold may run or cause. The buyer undertakes, until 
full payment of the price, under penalty of immediate claim of the product by UBIGREEN, 
not to transform or incorporate the said product, nor to resell or pledge it. 

Warranties - Products are guaranteed for 24 months. The effect of our guarantee is strictly 
limited to the replacement or repair of products, excluding transport costs, with a clearly 
established manufacturing defect. The warranty period begins on the date of delivery of the 
products. Excluded from the warranty are parts or devices damaged during transport or as a 
result of electrical or atmospheric overvoltage. Damage caused by improper use of the 
equipment or lack of maintenance, as well as the transformation or modification of the 
equipment, will result in the termination of the warranty. Batteries are not guaranteed. In no 
event shall the immobilization of a defective product give rise to any right to compensation 
for any reason whatsoever. 

For any request for assistance, please contact us exclusively by email 
at support@UBIGREEN.com specifying at least in the content of your email: 

▪ The type of product concerned by the request and its 14-character identifier on the barcode 
▪ the date of installation of the product concerned 
▪ the description of the problem encountered as well as the installation environment
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MANUAL

CUSTOMER SERVICE

GREEN COMFORT CO2

This declaration of conformity is drawn up under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer: 
UBIGREEN SAS - 425 rue Jean Rostand - 31670 - Labège - France. 

Product identification
GRN-COMF-CO2

The purpose of the declaration described above is in accordance with the applicable Union 
harmonisation legislation: 
2014/53/EU on radio equipment
2017/2102 on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and 
electronic equipment
2012/19/EU on waste electrical and electronic equipment.

References of the relevant harmonised standards applied in relation to which conformity is 
declared: 

RED
EN 300-220-2 
ELECTRICAL SAFETY 
IN 61010-1 :2010
CEM COFRAC
ETSI IN 301 489-3 
EN 301 489-1

Done at labège on 04/04/2019.
Valérie Balavoine 
President

 DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Green Comfort CO2 is a simple, autonomous and connected solution for remote monitoring 
of temperature, humidity and ambient CO2 levels. Dedicated to centralized monitoring of 
multiple sites, its compact housing and 7-year autonomy in normal operation allow rapid 
deployment in indoor spaces. Green Comfort CO2 meets the requirements of IAQ (Indoor Air 
Quality) diagnostic monitoring. This product is for indoor use only.

Integrated features :
- Threshold alert exceeded (temperature, humidity and CO2)
- Supply voltage 
- Internal temperature
- Other customizable alerts

Measured data :
Temperature, humidity and CO2
Environment :
- Input(s)/Sensor(s): 1 temperature and humidity sensor and 1 CO2 sensor
- Power supply: Internal (lithium batteries: LS 14500, Saft) or via USB with a 5V continuous 
power supply that delivers a maximum power of 250 mW : 
- Housing: ABS plastic, not waterproof
- Antenna: Internal
- Operating temperature: 0°C/+60°C
- Max. radiated power: + 14 dBm 
Network/Radio :
- Network: Sigfox and/or LoRa (Sigfox class 0)
- Communication: Monodirectional or bidirectional
- Frequency: 868 MHz
- Coverage area: Europe ETSI

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

This unit should only be installed by qualified personnel. Read this manual carefully in its 
entirety and keep it safe for future reference. It is essential to know this information and to 
comply with the instructions given in this manual to ensure that this equipment is installed, 
used and maintained properly and safely. This device is not designed for use in and for 
portable applications (within 20 cm of the user's body) and such uses are strictly prohibited. 

Do not expose the device to a temperature outside the operating range (0°C/+60°C). 
Do not use chemical agents to clean the unit. 
Do not attempt to disassemble the module. This would not be guaranteed in this case. 
Do not drop the module.
Do not use this product outdoors.
Do not use this product at altitudes above 2000m.
Do not use this product in an area exceeding pollution level 2.
Do not install this device near medical devices such as pacemakers or hearing aids. 
Do not install this equipment near heat sources or in ATEX areas. 
In order to avoid possible damage, we recommend that you use only the specified 
accessories. These have been tested with this device. 
Use the product only in the ETSI area (Europe).
This module is the responsibility of the user. He must use and store the product in a safe 
place, out of the reach of children. 
Storage of this product should preferably be in a clean, ventilated area not exceeding 30°C. 
Do not throw the product into the fire.
In the event of installation, use or maintenance of this product that has not been carried out 
in accordance with this manual, UBIGREEN declines all responsibility for any damage 
caused to the installation itself or to other property or persons. If the equipment is 
used by the operator in a way not specified in this manual, the protection provided by the 
equipment may be compromised, and particular attention should be paid to the ability of 
the responsible authority to read these media.

         Please comply with local regulations when disposing of old equipment, including used 
batteries. Equipment must be taken to collection points provided for this purpose (electronic 
and electrical devices, lithium batteries). 

MAINTENANCE

Use only the battery supplied with the equipment. Any battery replacement should only 
be carried out by qualified UBIGREEN personnel. Contact our UBIGREEN support if the 
case arises.
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INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION STEPS

Installation recommendations : 
- Respect the environmental installation constraints (temperature between 0° and 60°, 
humidity < 90%) of the product.
- Do not install in a metal enclosure or near a metal area (e. g. roller shutters)
- The CO2 sensor implements a calibration mechanism in the background. In order for it to 
be functional, the product must be installed in an environment that is at a rate of 400ppm 
(natural rate of outdoor air) at least once every 15 days.

Steps : 
1. To activate your Green Comfort CO2, connect to our platform (http://
device.ubigreen.com) with the identifiers provided by UBIGREEN. Go to the "Stock"
application and click on "Activate equipment". Select the product(s) to activate and press 
"Validate". Once the equipment has been activated, it changes to "Operation" status in
the stock. The counter in operation is incremented. 
2.  Place the module flat on a horizontal support in the interior space you want to measure. 
2 BIS. Otherwise, remove the fixing plate from behind the module and fix it to a horizontal 
wall with dowels and screws. Then slide the module along the mounting plate to hang it up. 
3. If you want to test the connectivity of your equipment once installed, pass the magnet 2 
seconds in front of the test area (see diagram). The LED starts flashing for several seconds. 
5. After 30 seconds, refresh the equipment page on the UBIGREEN platform, and check 
that the "last received" date has been updated. If the date does not appear, repeat the 
operation. Attention the operation cannot be repeated more than 6 times per hour 
(compliance with radio regulations).

CONTENT OF THE PACKAGE

The equipment is delivered with:
- a fixing kit, dowels, screws
- a magnet 

If you notice any missing elements, please contact our after-sales service.

LEDS STATUS

LED flashing

The LED flashes regularly:
It flashes red and every five seconds when the high CO2 threshold is exceeded (1200 ppm 
by default).
It flashes yellow and every ten seconds when the medium CO2 threshold is exceeded (900 
ppm by default).
It flashes green and every thirty seconds when no CO2 threshold is crossed.

When sending a frame, the LED flashes quickly. While waiting for a downlink frame to be 
received, the LED flashes once a second. It flashes blue when communicating Sigfox and 
cyan when communicating LoRa. 

Interaction with the magnet

The LED marks the second when the magnet passes over the left side of the product.

If the magnet is detected for more than two seconds and less than ten seconds, a "Test to 
magnet" frame is sent. The LED then starts to flash in the color of a Sigfox, LoRa or Sigfox 
communication and then LoRa depending on the chosen communication mode.

If the magnet is left for more than ten seconds, the product restarts. The LED then starts 
flashing three times in a row: red, green, then blue when the product restarts after completing 
the current communications.
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